An indispensable companion to dynamical physics experimentation, static high-pressure diamond-anvi I cell (DAC) research continues to evolve, with laser diagnostics. as an accura[e and versatile experimental technique. Together, static and dynamic high-pressure and temperature physics and geophysical studies of deep planetary properties have bootstrapped each other in a process that has produced even higher pressures; consistently improved calibrations of temperature and pressures under static and dynamic conditions; and unprecedented data and understanding of materials, their elasticity, equations of state (EOS), and transport properties under extreme conditions. A collection of recent pressure and/or temperature dependent acoustic and thermal measurements and deduced mechanical properties and EOS data will be summarized for a wide range of materials including Hz, H20, H2S, D2S, C02, CH4, N20, CH30H, Si02, synthetic lubricants, PMMA, single crystal silicates and ceramic superconductors. Room P & T sound speed measurements will be presented for the first time on single crystals of /3-HMX. New high--pressure and temperature diamond cell designs and pressure calibrant materials will be reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
The condition that we call "room pressure and temperature" (RPT) represents a minuscule fraction of the universe as we know it. In order to ttnderstand the physics and chemistry of non terrestrial ertvironments, both natural and man made, requires the marriage of high pressure and temperature experimentation with theoretical and computational efforts. A good measure of this union lies in the physically-based predictive capabilities of computer models. Today, mantle convection, protein dynamics and detonation physics models rely heavily on empirically derived relations.
High pressure and temperature experiments cut?entl fall in one of two categories: dynamic and static. 7 Static high P & T experiments serve to provide virtual snapshots of dynamic environments and therefore can elucidate unique effects of shock loading experiments.2 Shock dynamic and static DAC measurements compliment each other insofar as in their ability to completely map out the P-V-T space of candidate materials. DAC experiments are versatile in that one chooses a P-T point for measurements, while thermodynamically irreversible dynamic experiments can access the highest pressures and corresponding temperatures. The next generation of dynamic experiments will dramatically extend sample volumes to cubic centimeters (ATLAS at LANL) and push accessible pressures beyond one TPa (NIF at LLNL). The ctrrmrtt P-T regimes available to DAC'S are shown superimposed over the geotherms of terrestrial and Jovian planets in Fig. 1 A brief description of tbe techniques used to make acoustic and thermal measurements is 8iven below. Examples of these methods follow in the material studies section.
Acoustic Measurements
The acoustic measurements described here consist of classical, frequency-domain, optical Brillouin scattering (B S); and a time-domain method, impulsive stimulated light scattering (lSLS) .l A theoretical comparison between these two methods has been made elsewhere [8] and recently a direct inter-laboratory comparison has been made on San Carlos olivine up m 17 GPa [9] . Thermal DAC measurements employ either external heaters, external coolers, or lasers; or a combination of external and laser controlled systems.
There are very few citations that describe simultaneous acoustic and thermal measu remems in a DAC (i. e., C(P,T) ), Optical BS measurements represent the namral progression of the original technique [ 10] . tn Brilloui" spectroscopy the inelastic Bragg diffraction of incident photons from acoustic phonons, measured as frequency shiflr Av, allows one to determine longitudinal (cl) and transverse (ct) sound speeds. experiments at two different scattering geometries provides a means to determine n(P). Equation (1) (2) where a is the molecular polarizability, and No and Mw are Avogadro's number and the molecular weight, respectively. 1 Lastly, p(P) can be calculated using
where po, PO. and y are the RPT density, pressure and heat capacity ratio Cp/C V. The bulk velocity is given
In the-most gen_eralform of an ISLS experiment, two successive 1064 nm "excitation" pulses, -80 ps in duration, selected from the output train of a continuously pumped Q-switched and mode-locked Nd:YAG laser, are recombined in the sample volume of the DAC at an angle f3, but otherwise coincident in space and time. When the polarizations of the two excitation pulses are parallel, interference establishes a periodic distribution of intensity in the sample and thus, in the case of an absorbing sample, a (spatially) periodic variation in the temperature and pressure which launches a set of three counterpropagating acoustic waves (one quasi-longitudinal and two quasi-transverse) of wavelength LA. The acoustic wavelength, in this case equaf to the period of the optical grating, may be periodic variation in the index of refraction of the sample. A third pulse, from the same Q-switched envelope as the excitation pulses is doubled to 532 nm and delayed by time of flight to generate the probe. Monitoring the intensity of the Bragg scattering of the probe by the acoustic grating as a function of probe delay serves to determine the frequency (fA), and hence the velocity C = (fA.LA) of the acoustic waves. In general, the response of any Raman-active vibrational mode of the appropriate wavevector (whether acoustic or optical) to the periodic distribution of electric field generated by the crossed excitation pulses will be, if the period of vibration is long compared to the duration of the excitation pulses, a coherent standing wave which will serve to coherently scatter a delayed probe. For experiments reported here, the pulse duration is such that only acoustic modes are excited. in a DAC, the orientation of the acoustic grating with respect to the crystal axes may be varied by rotating the cell about an axis normal to the sample or diamond faces (See Fig. 2.) , The velocity of sound, measured as a function of crystallographic direction (on 2-4 samples) and the density serves to determine the independent eIastic constants 
Thermal Measurement
There are two distinct methods to apply heat to a sampie in a DAC: resistive heating (ex[ernal and or internal) and internal laser heating. External resistive heating of DACS, in evacuated ovens, provides the most stable and accurate means of reaching increasingly better characterized pressures and temperatures up to 1700 0K. More care must be taken with internal (within the sample chamber) applications of heat. Becatssc diamond is an excellent thermal conductor, internal resistive or ohmic DAC heating must be calibrated using known melting points of RPT ionic and metallic solids at several pressures. The resistivity of internal ohmic heating conductors and the therma[ conductivity of deposited insulators will change with pressure and temperature. Unlike externally heated diamonds taken beyond 1400" K, ohmically heated diamonds may survive beyond onehigh P-Tcycle since the hottest portion of the diamond is within its stability field. Laser heating \an reach the highest slatic temperatures (> 6000 K), but not without encountering some rather vexing problems.
Apparent sample temperature determinations (made from spectroradiometric interrogation of thin, laser heated, DAC samples) are dependent on the selection of ccsndttctivity models or temperature distributions that one inserts into a numerical expression for depth-averaged light intensities [14] . In addition, the magnitude of observed greybody emissivity (E) hinges on detailed thermal distributions of a sample which can vary with experimental configurations. It would seem that the large temperature gradients intrinsic to laser heating experiments (whether caused by the laser heating process, the measuring process, or a combination of both) is a non trivial issue due to the limited sample area and large variations in sample to pressure medium absorption ratios of the laser light in the DAC, To some degree radial temperature gradients have been reduced by using flat profile multimode lasers while axial temperature gradients have been reduced by simultaneous heating of both sides of the DAC [15] . The use of Raman scattering techniques to determine temperature may prove to be useful on laser heated samples that have Raman active modes [16] .
In addition to acoustic studies, ISLS has been used to measure one dimensional thermal diffusivity [17] . As mentioned above, the spatial and temporal overlap of two '80 ps 1064 nm pulses in a slightly absorbing sample results in a spatially periodic distribution of temper-mum where the period of the resultant grating, d, is given in (4). When the acoustic disturbance has been fully damped or has propagated beyond the area ilhrminatcd by the probe, a spatially periodic variation in the temperature and density remains. The characteristic time for the exponential decay of this "thermal" grating in a medium of density (p) specific heat at constant pressure (cp) and thermal conductivity tensor (~) is given by dz -r&= _
rtz Dth
where d is the grating spacing and the thermal diffusivity is defined by Dth = tc/ pCp. The grating spacing is kept sufficiently small so that conduction normal to the plane of the sample is unimportant (i.e., where one dimensional diffusion equation applies). 
MATERIAL STUDIES
Room pressure and temperature (gas to solid phase) materials have been investigated for their high pressure acoustic and thermal properties using the methods just described. As a result, determinations of the pressure andlor temperature dependence of structural and superconducting phase transitions, melting curves, elastic constants, acoustic damping rates, structural reklxation rates and amplitudes, anisotropic thermal diffusivity tensors, EOS'S, and molecular polarizabilities have been made.
Planetary physics depends, to some degree, on the direct confrontation of theory and computational , models with experimentally determined properties of candidate materials under relevant P-T conditions. The recent availability of elastic moduli on hydrogen (EOS up to 24 GPa) [18, 19] , methane (up to 5 GPa) [20] , nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide (up to 4.5 GPa) [21] , water (ice VII) (2.2 -7.4 GPa) [22] , and~02 (6-9.5 GPa) [23] ; including the pressure dependence of n and a in N20 and C02; will improve our grasp of the compositional stratifications, oscillations and evolutional history of the Jovian planets and their moons. The acoustic velocities, refractive index and elastic constants of two sulfides (hydrogen and deuteritsm) have been determined (up to 5 GPa) [24] . The results indicate This is probably due to the strengthening of hydrogen bonds in H2S & D2S.
Traditionally the high pressure EOS has been the principle experimental probe in the regime of strong repulsive interactions. An acoustic and thermal study of the equi Iibrium and structural relaxation in methanol (up to 30.4 GPa) has demonstrated that the relaxation times may well provide more discrimination between model hamiltonians [25] . The relaxation times from this ISLS study were determined by direct measurement of (he dispersion c(fA), where aCOUStiCattenuation iS observable, and by fitting the time-domain spectra to the form I = (&h-AacC (t)e-Yt cos OX + Astr (1 -e-ymt))~ (6) where Ath is the amplitude of the thermal grating, Aac the amplitude of the acoustic grating, Astr is the amplitude from structural relaxation, to=2srf the circular frequency, "f the temporal acoustic absorption coefficient, and tm = I /ym the characteristic Mountain mode. C(t) is a geometric runout term where t is the time delay of the probe beam.
Detonation physics is no different than planetary physics in the sense that there is legitimate need for experimental data. Mechanical and thermal transport data on appropriate single crystals of HE and binder materiafs, as a function of P & T, is scarce. Recently the pressure dependence of the elastic constants (up to 0.30 GPa) and density (up to 0.50 GPa) of poly (methyl methacrylate) were determined [26] . At 0.11 GPa a second-order glass transition occurs resulting in a dramatic divergence in the bulk modulus from Young's modulus. Sound speed measurements in single crystals of~HMX have been made as a function of temperature [27] . Preliminary one bar metwrrements indicate the quasi-longitudinal sound speeds (cp) from 298-380 "K, vary depending on the crystallographic propagation direction, from -3.5 to -5.1% [(dcP/dT)p = -1.4c-3 to -2.2e-3] which comesponds to a 7 to 10% drop in the 2 Similarly, the adiabatic moduhss as defined by Ks=pc . variation in the quasi-shear sound speeds (es) is -2.2 to -6.7% [(dcs/dT)p = -3.7e-4 to -1.3e-3] which corresponds to a 5 to 13% drop in primarily off diagonal contributions to the overall modulus. At one bar there is little or no hysteresis in quasi-longitudinal or quasishear sound speeds when cycling between 298 and 380 "K.
Results from thermal DAC measurements on ammonium dinitramide map out the pressure, and temperature phase diagram, including a new polymorph transition, up to 10 GPa from 198 -393 "K [28] . A novel DAC technique, high pressure & low temperature matrix isolation, has been developed to trap intermediate (thermally initiated) product species from a thermally initiated propellant HNIW [29] . The method quenches the reaction and allows for spectroscopic determination of the trapped constituents.
Physical properties of lubricants determine the level of elastohydrodynamic lubrication (and hence mechanical wear) of gears. ball bearings and traction devices. Pressure dependent sound speed measurements were made for several paraffinic and naphthenic synthetic lubricants (up to 2.7 GPa) [30,3 1] . The slope, de/d P, in some of these lubricants, decreased remarkably at about 0.4 GPa. This change in slope could be an indication of increasing poly-crystal cluster formations which, if true. would have significant industrial ramifications.
The nature of the high pressure phase of si Iica glass under shock compression has long been a mystery. Shock experiments indicate that a transformation to stishovite should occur, yet there is none to be found in shock-recovered samples. Despite the large temperature variation (e 4500 0K), the bulk velocities determined statically to 57 GPa are broadly consistent with the Hugoniot velocities [32] . [n the end there probably are several metastabie states produced including poorly crystallized states that can be reached depending on the chosen (P-T)-time route. Superconductivity in high-Tc superconductors is generally thought to be dependent on the number of CUOZ layers, j, per chemical unit. A cryogenic DAC four-point resistance measurement on j = 3 (up to 2 I GPa) and j= 4 (up to 14 GPa) superconductors reveals that it is the type of CU02 layer (inner as opposed to outer) that dictates the behavior of TC(P).
Acoustic and thermal DAC measurements on mineral silicates remains extensive [9, 17, 34, 35, 36] . Conducting ISLS backscatterirrg measurements on gold coated minerals has proven to be a viable means of attaining shear velocities when none are present in the standard transmission measurements.
ADVANCES IN DAC EXPERIMENTATION
DAC technology continues to improve with the addition of new ceil designs (hydrothermal studies [37] , uniaxial stress [38] 
CONCLUSIONS AND THE FUTURE
The information provided above brirtgs together the most significant acoustic DAC studies reported over the last three and a half years. Some of the static thermal measurement property determinations have been highlighted to give one a feel for where things stand and where they are headed. The next three years will bring more c(P,T) studies conducted on simple fluids and fluid mixtures, mineral silicates, energetic ma[erials and refractory metals. Accessible static pressures will increase by at least 30% and internal heating techniques will be improved upon. The future looks bright!
